
 

Madrid, 18/06/2020 

Don Nils Melzer. 

UN Special Rapporteur on Torture 

INPUTS FOR PSYCHOSOCIAL DYNAMICS CONDUCIVE TO TORTURE AND ILL-

TREATMENT REPORT  

 

Dear Sir: 

In response to your call to participate in the report: Psychosocial dynamics leading to torture and ill-

treatment, we send you our testimony about torture and technological harassment in Spain.  We are 

VIACTEC association approved by the Ministry of Interior of Spain with the CIF 27492065,  which 

groups victims of electromagnetic and electronic torture in Spain and whose objective is to provide 

support and help to them. Currently we are one hundred and forty-five affiliated victims through our 

website: http://www.viactec.es, but we know there are many more. We have partnered to find the way 

for our cases to be investigated because authorities don´t. 

 

Both on behalf of our association and in a particular way,  many of us have appealed, without 

response, to different Spanish authorities who should be in charge of investigating, detaining and 

trying the criminals who perpetrate these felonies. However, when victims complain to authorities, 

they are ignored and cases archived. It is necessary to protect and help alleviate the suffering of the 

victims who today continue to be tormented. We denounce aggression against the civilian population 

are taking place using psychotronic, electromagnetic and radiation weapons, the way of the 

functioning of which we do not know but whose effects we suffer. As well of nanochips and biochips 

implants in humans for manipulation and controlpurposes, which constitutes a crime against human 

rights. A LESA HUMANITY CRIME HAS NOT YET BEEN INDICATED OR PENALIZED AS 

SUCH.  

 We at VIATEC denounce without fainting to raise awareness about the serious crime of harassment 

and electronic torture, which is a real fact in Spain and other european countries and the world. 

 We also demand a detection protocol and medical tests to discover and prove biochips and nanobots 

implants in humans. As well as to detect  sonic, psychotronic, or electromagnetic weapons used 

against the defenseless and unsuspecting civilian population. Because this torture happens to be 

excessively difficult to probe butvery painful and cruel.  

Some of the effects of this device, methods and tecnologies we suffer are: 

 

 

 

 

http://www.viactec.es/
https://www.axesor.es/Informes-Empresas/n/9390874/ASOCIACION_VIACTEC_DE_AYUDA_Y_APOYO_A_VICTIMAS_DE_ACOSO_POR_TECNOLOGIAS_DE_RADIACIONELECTROMAGNETI.html
http://www.viactec.es/


 

 

 

 

 Decoding of thought, mental blocks or induction and fixation of  obsessive ideas to 

limits. 

 Feeling of receiving electric currents all over the body.  

 Listening  voices inside the mind that may or may not be fully audible, known as 

speech-to-mind technology, V2K, or synthetic telepathy. 

 External control of  involuntary muscles like the sphincters or the heart. Causing 

acceleration of the pulse and heart rate, as well as involuntary urination and defecation. 

 All these technologies causes great physical and emotional pain, and unexplained 

symptoms not related to any disease, such as tinnitus, dysphagia and ataxia included. - 

They bend the free will of the human being whom they attack. 

 Inhibit actions to the detriment of the person and incite others in favor of the interests of 

those who use these technologies. 

 They can control the discourse that forces victims  to speak against their own will and 

legitimate interests. 

 

And how is this done?  There are thousands of registered patents that describe it. We have found some 

of them published in the US patent office. But we cannot know how many more exist, or which 

countries, armies, or criminal organizations use them. These weapons are as dangerous as a nuclear-

weapon and to our knowledge, there is no regulation on their use. We demand help to stop these 

crimes of torture, legislation to prohibits their use on civilians, and full transparency information to 

society about the danger itrepresents. (A list of patents is attached)  

 

UNITED STATES PATENTS. 

 

US3014477 

Description: A hypnotic inductor (remote mind control machine) 

United States patent. 

US3060795 

Description: Visual stimulation device  (Image sequences  transmitter from distance to subconscious) 

US3393279 

Description: Visual and auditory stimulation device. 

US3629521 

Description: Hearing system (RF / microwave) 

US3951134 

Description: Remotely modifier and controller brain waves, device and system  (RF / electromagnetic 

wave) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

US4395600 

Description: Subliminal auditory messages system and method (subliminal brainwashing through 

music or other sound) 1980 1983 

US4717343 

Description: Behavior change inducer (subconscious brainwashing) 

US4877027 

Description: Hearing system (microwave listening via outdoor transmission) 

US5159703 

Description: Silent thought subliminal induction system (also known as silent sound - microwave). 

US5356368 

Description: Method and device to produce, adapt and change moods or awareness by an operator. 

(diffusion FFR / EEG Waveforms) 

 

 All knowledge is dual, all scientific progress can be used for good or for absolute evil. Unfortunately, 

many important discoveries have ended up being part of a strange arsenal of technological weapons 

with dark purposes. But some are created on the specific basis of harm because they have been 

conceived as weapons of war or espionage. They are technological innovations for military 

applications.  What other motives can induce a scientist to create equipment or software capable of 

controlling, modifying, and inducing ideas within our brain? Or technologies which someone can 

make us hear voices inside our heads, create hypnotic sleep prompts, remote scanners with the ability 

to detect our states of consciousness, brain wave inductors, neurophysiological modifiers, implantable 

muscle stimulators, systems to incorporate behavior inducing messages into musical tracks  , drugs 

and chemical agents modifying brain conditions and even some injectable and electromagnetically 

activatable chemical agents. What do they want these terrible devices for? And, to whom are these 

patents and weapons sold?  

We, the people associated at VIACTEC, are honest European citizens, unarmed and defenseless 

civilians, used as guinea pigs to test these weapons, or possibly victims of the organized crime or 

military strategies and destruction policies of Spanish society. We are common people not united by 

another fact than being victims of these weapons. 

 

We inform you of these events since we have approached many instances, institutions organizations, 

without receiving any response; therefore, we are going to send you this document because victims of 

electronic harassment in Spain demand to end those practices, which are, in our opinion crimes 

against humanity.  We faced a very serious problem that cannot be avoided since while we do this, 

innocent people are watched, harassed, and tortured using electromagnetic technologies, sonic, 

psychotronics, and mind control weapons, at distance and with total impunity. We hope our 

contribution will help you understand torture and electronic harassment. We are at your disposal for 

any additional information. 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 Society must be aware of this crime, taking place right now, in the XXI century itself. No 

government should allow the privacy and intimacy of citizens to be violated, even less torture and 

murder people at distance, through the use of latest generation weapons and war technologies. 

Victims must be heard, protected and their cases investigated. We seek international protection, legal 

assistance, aid and systems for recovering our health and cognitive skills that have been damaged. 

Please be aware that electronic torture by these methods is real in Europe. 

 

 

Attentively: 

VIACTEC ESPAÑA 

 

E-mail : 

WEB SITE: www.viactec.es 

viactec.es@gmail.com 

denunciasviactec@gmail.com 

antonio.soteloarmesto79@gmail.com (President of Viactec) 

fernachris7@gmail.com (Secretary of Viactec) 

Phone contac: +34688674335 (Ask for Alberto) 

You can also find us at: 

Facebook: VIACTEC EN FACEBOOK 

Youtube:  VIACTEC SPAIN 

Twitter: TWITTER VIACTEC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.viactec.es/
http://www.viactec.es/
https://www.facebook.com/viactec.espana.37
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrI-RlJJP5yt-AshUTyYewQ
https://twitter.com/viactec


 

 

 

 


